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9.18 ROCK SALT

Introduction
Common salt, when pure, is the mineral halite

(NaCl).  It is an essential need of human and is being
produced from the beginning of human history.  Halite
is mainly an evaporite deposit and found in two forms
namely bedded salt and salt domes.

The occurrences of rock salt are limited in the
country.  In India, the only deposit of rock salt is
reported from Mandi district, Himachal Pradesh.  It is
dark purple,  opaque and contains many impurities.

Basis of Grade Classification
As per End Use Grade Classification, it is

recommended that the practice of classifying the
resources of rock salt under unclassified grade has been
revised and the following classification in the National
Mineral Inventory as on 1.4.2015 has been adopted
based on the   NaCl content in the rock salt.

1.  Grade I    :  (+) 60% NaCl
2.  Grade II  :   (-) 60% NaCl
The rock salt fromMandi district is placed under

'Grade-I'  category.

Basis of Categorisation of Resources
As per United Nations Framework Classification

(UNFC), resources are broadly been classified into
'reserves' and 'remaining resources'.

According to the norms of this system, reserves
of rock salt have been placed under feasibility  (211)
and pre-feasibility  (222) categories.

Salient Features of the Inventory

The total resources of rock salt in the country as
on  1.4.2015 are estimated at 16.02  million tonnes.  The
entire resources are under remaining resource  category.
There are two deposits namely Mandi Salt Drang
Section and  Drang  Salt  Mine  in  Mandi district of
Himachal Pradesh in the country.  They are under public
sector and owned by M/s. Hindustan Salt Ltd.

All India resources of rock salt with break-up into
reserves, remaining resources and total  resources as
on 1.4.2015 vis-a-vis 1.4.2010 have been given in Tables
- 1 and 2.  The tables give an idea about the significant
changes in terms of increase or decrease of resources
as per lease status, grades and state.   In       Table  - 3,
district wise reserves/resources as on 1.4.2015 have
been given.

Slightly decrease of about 1thousand tonnes of
rock salt resources has been recorded in comparison to
earlier inventory as on 1.4.2010.  This was due to
downward revision in resources of Drang Salt Mine
considering the production.

In the National Mineral Inventory as on 1.4.2015 ,
total 02 leasehold (Public Sector) deposits have been
covered .

Table – 2  :  Total Resources of Rock Salt as on 1.4.2015 (P) vis-à-vis 1.4.2010
(By States)

(In '00 0 tonnes)

Sta te Total Resources Net Change

As on 1 .4 .2015 As on 1 .4 .2010

All I ndia :Total 1 60 2 5 1 60 2 6 ( - )1
Hima chal Pra desh 1 60 2 5 1 60 2 6 ( -) 1

   figures rounded off
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